The article is devoted to one of the topical linguistic problems — the question about the part of the language in forming and firming the knowledge. The main purpose of the work is to present a new linguistic model of the language system of knowledge, the thesaurus net. In order to draw the features of the thesaurus model more clearly, the author considers a number of the most famous linguistic models which have dominated in works since the 20th century. There discussed such models as the language picture of the world, the conceptual system, the mental lexicon, and the information thesaurus. Critical review of linguistic works shows that the thesaurus conception has not been given sufficient consideration. However, this conception corresponds to modern science methodology and must be studied with great attention. In particular, within the thesaurus conception it is possible to restore the objective word network which serves as the main condition for human communication and storage for language knowledge; and network models are supposed to be the most perspective in studying the principles of communication and thinking nowadays. The toughest problem is to find the minimal functional unit of the thesaurus net. In contrast to the other discussed models which only show how the language expresses the knowledge, the thesaurus net is an active semiotic system which enables many different meaning systems.
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One of the topical linguistic problems is the question about the part of the language in forming the knowledge and about the essence of the knowledge which belongs to the language speaking human. The fact of having the language (language capacity) determines the way of knowledge acquisition. It is absolutely obvious that the system of knowledge is formed as the result of sensual experience. However, for a human the language is not just an instrument for expressing the knowledge but natural material for its generating.

The questions discussed in the article are: how does modern linguistics model the language system of knowledge, and what are the peculiarities of every model? The ultimate purpose of the paper is to present a new linguistic model of the language system of knowledge, the thesaurus net.

The most well-known term for the language system of knowledge which one can see in most linguistic works is “language picture of the world”. Meanwhile, each work provides its own understanding of the term, and the number of the methods used to explore the picture of the world is so numerous that we may conclude there is no common vision of the subject. “Language picture of the world” is just a successful metaphor which disposes to guesswork.

Besides “language picture of the world”, there are three more “dominating scientific metaphors”, frequently used by linguists. They are “conceptual system”, “mental lexicon”, and “informational thesaurus”. They are used to describe so close notions (or the notion?) that the linguists have to compare them with each other.

The term “conceptual system” appeared in the 1950s–1980s due to the logic studies of the language. Russian linguists had a great influence by R. Pavilonis, who presented the knowledge system as the conceptual system, or the “system of information about the world” [1, p. 101]. This system has continual, nondiscrete nature and is formed before a human starts to speak; this system creates the condition for developing of language capacity.

In general, one can say that the picture of the world differs from the conceptual system as more stable and better structured entity since it is formed with the help of the language. Though, some authors deny language factor in building the picture of the world (for instance Kolshanskiy [2, p. 25]) recently more and more linguists have supported the idea of the predetermining role of the language in knowledge generating, firstly expressed by W. von Humboldt and later developed by E. Sapir and B. Whorf.

Opposite views on the role of the language in forming the knowledge system come to agreement by distinguishing the “conceptual picture of the world” and “language picture of the world”. The latter links the mental knowledge system with the objective world since only through the language mental essences may become objective.

The conception of mental lexicon is mainly developed in the works by A. Zalevkaya [3]. The conception is raised from the popular ideas of the priority of the lexical meaning in comparison with the grammar meaning. E. S. Kubryakova says that the mental lexicon is a part of the language capacity and it can be viewed as the system of knowledge created by words and their relations. Words make meaning knots which are connected with mental concepts but not equal to them.

E. Kubryakova also points out that the system of mental lexicon can be compared with the so called “information thesaurus”, the conception, discussed by a number of authors. According to Kubryakova, the information thesaurus is a kind of memory system which stores knowledge accumulated with the experience [4, p. 380].

The conception of the thesaurus as the system of knowledge about the world is being intensively developed nowadays in such fields as culturology and sociology [5]. Thesaurus is described as a system of knowledge gained during life experience and attached to words. By contrast, modern linguistics determines thesaurus as a kind of encyclopedia dictionary which stores words according to logical categories. Though the author of the conception of Russian Thesaurus, Y. Karaulov, views thesaurus as the lingua-cognitive level of the language personality [6].

The discussed conceptions demonstrate different approaches to understanding the epistemological function of the language. They create different models of the language system of knowledge but all of them state mental substance of this system and conclude that mental entities of the system can be studied through words and their relations. So, words and other language units are studied as material objects which can provide some ideas about the mental world. In other words, the language itself does not get any attention as the system of knowledge, only as the system of its expression.

At the same time, since the modeled structures appear to be secondary from the language structures (we have to underline that the language itself appears as the result of mental work but the discussed models of the knowledge are derived from language structures, thus, they are epistemologically dependent on the language), it is reasonable to consider the system of knowledge as an entirely language system. We need to understand which language (not mental!) units are supposed to be knowledge units and how they are organized in a working system.

We suggest that out of the mentioned conceptions the thesaurus model is the most perspective in this respect since it is the only conception which views words as the elements of knowledge storage, not only as the instruments of knowledge expression.

Thesaurus as the notion has recently become a subject of intensive scientific discussion, thus, it does not have an “understood-by-all” meaning in cognitive linguistics so far and there is a space to develop a new theory.

The term “thesaurus” specifies the language constituent of the knowledge because it is the “treasury of the words”.
Thesaurus is a purpose dictionary, i.e. a specially organized collection of words, and a personal vocabulary at the same time. It is the system a person uses in the process of acquiring and producing verbal information, that is, in the process of knowledge exchange. The extension of the thesaurus system and the way it is structured helps to find one’s own way to understand and interpret the reality in the overwhelming mass of incoming information.

To our mind, the empirical essence of the thesaurus appears to be blocks of stereotype word orders, or set expressions, which compose human speech. This mass of stereotype collocations exists as “genetically and statistically determined entity” [6, p. 53].

To make the thesaurus system work words must actively interact with each other, that’s why a single word cannot be a working unit of the thesaurus system. Actual units of the thesaurus are “ready-to-use” word orders, such as a young man, have breakfast, watch TV, go shopping etc. Such word orders match the criteria of the stability and repeatability and can be recognized as the language units.

As B. M. Gasparov points out, when people speak, they merely cite such ready blocks from their memory. He names such word orders as “communicative fragments”, or the “blocks of the previous language experience” [7, p. 116]. Though it is really hard to imagine that human memory stores hundreds of diverse set expressions instead of logic language models, it is the only way to create the adequate language theory, the linguist says.

Gasparov pays much attention to understanding how communicative fragments come into speech and practically does not discuss the way they are organized in the human memory and in the language itself. Indeed, it is hard to imagine that such a number of absolutely different blocks of the language experience can be stored in the human memory and easily “dragged out” of there if they do not compose a system. B. M. Gasparov protests against any linguistic models and systematizations (at the same time, he describes some mechanisms of communicative fragments linking together which is supposed to be a manifestation of there dependence on each other, or system interaction). Denying the possibility of creating a language model, Gasparov rejects all linguistic achievements and presents language development as a chaos process. This makes impossible the mere possibility of its adequate use.

We suppose that Gasparov denies the idea of language system because none of the existing linguistic models can be used to study the type of organization that the communicative fragments have. However, this does not mean that it is impossible to create such a model.

To our mind, modern idea of the thesaurus system as the all-embracing comprehensive storage of various-structured information can help to study the organization of the communicative fragments.

There are three models which describe the structure constitution of the thesaurus — the hierarchy, the field, the network. These models have appeared since the time of the first thesaurus dictionaries and changed each other in evolutorial progression. The reason for such evolution is connected with methodological changes in science in general, so that each succeeding model met the requirements of its time and was designed to overcome the drawbacks of the previous one.

Hierarchy model dominates in scientific studies of system objects. As a rule, scientific hierarchies are strict and inflexible comparing with the real life objects they describe. Hierarchy models usually look so logically proved that there cannot be doubts in their lack of completeness. However, hierarchy models of the word system cause questions making them open to criticism.

Particularly, comparative analysis of the thesaurus dictionaries shows that different dictionaries have different number of the basic logical categories which store the words of the language in different ways. For instance, in different editions of the famous Roget’s Thesaurus one can find from six to ten initial logic categories divided into different numbers of minor rubrics. This brings up the question of possibility to reconstruct the universal logical hierarchy of notions which is supposed to be hidden in the words of the language. We can assume that the number of the logical categories and their constitution in different thesauruses is motivated either by the lexical system of the language, or by the individual preferences of the authors, and does not exist “before” language.

Analyzing defects of the hierarchy thesaurus model, linguists came to the idea that the thesaurus may have a field structure. The field approach replaces the conception of the word as a separate lexical sign by the conception of its existence inside the group of connected words, or a field. It means that the word can not be studied separately from the group it belongs to and does not have its actual meaning without being compared with other words.

In contrast to the hierarchy structure, the field structure does not have main and dependent elements. Components of the field have equal functions, and each element is connected to every next element inside the field by having at least one common feature. The elements with many common features organize the center of the field, the elements with fewer common features are at the periphery and may as well join another field.

The conception of the thesaurus allows combining the hierarchy and the field structures together. As Y. N. Karaulov points out, the thesaurus is the system of interconnected word fields but word interaction reveals the inner structure of the word shown in the definition, i.e. a hierarchy structure [8, p. 64].

Interpenetration of the hierarchy and the field structures makes the structure of the net. We think that the structure model of the thesaurus system must be viewed as a network structure.
The main work of the network conception is supposed to be C. Petri’s Ph.D. dissertation, 1962 [9]. Nowadays network modes are widely used in natural science and form the basis for epistemological studies of the knowledge.

The net is composed of a multitude of positions as well as transitions, inputs and exits which lead from one position to another. The net does not have control elements that form the main characteristics of the system because there is no strict level location of the elements. The net is omnipresent.

Global information networks such as the Internet are the results of numerous studies of network structure principles. Fast-growing development of communicative networks makes us speak of network human existence and network thinking. In contrast to traditional cause-and-effect thinking, network thinking replaces the cause-and-effect principle by the interactive principle and smooths subordination.

We think that the natural system of language thesaurus is supposed to be the prototype to all man-made communicative networks. The authors of the thesaurus dictionaries as well as other researches have marked the similarity of the thesaurus structure to the network structure many times. For instance, such opinion was expressed by L. Urdang [10] and the authors of Russian Associative Dictionary [11]. However, in linguistic studies the term “network” is rather used as a metaphor than as a conceptual system. At the same time, the language network becomes apparent in thesaurus dictionaries because they show the meaning of the word not though the definition but through its connection with other words. The only problem is that a dictionary is always lack in space and can not show all the possible word transitions.

Thesaurus is not only a semantic network as it is described in a number of works. It is a material, real-life system of words which exists in material texts. It is a net of real word objects — ready texts, to wide extent.

We suppose that the unit of the thesaurus network is a set collocation of words because a collocation may be considered as the shortest ready to use text. Collocations are repeated in a mass of culture texts. Frequent repeatability of collocations in texts of different authors proves that they function as language unites because repeatability is a language unit quality. Having been created “by precedent”, now they are used by speakers as their own expressions. Set collocations correspond with the linguistic notions that R. Barthes called “intertextual code” [12] and Val. A. Lukov together with Vl. A. Lukov — “thesaurus constructions” [5, p. 4].

Inside the thesaurus net words, being parts of set collocations, do not “express” meaning but become parts of knowledge. Meanings as well as concepts do not exist “before” words. They come with words and totally depend on words.

Comparing with hierarchy model which is completed by researches with the help of rather fragmentary evidence as separate as field components, network model of the thesaurus can be studied directly on real text material. Thesaurus network is an active semiotic system which enables many different meaning systems.
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